Puteaux, March 30th, 2016
PRESS RELEASE
After the publication of its results on 24 March 2016, the Bolloré Group announced that it would be
grouping together its historical transport and logistics businesses under the same brand: Bolloré
Transport & Logistics.
SDV, SAGA, BLP, Bolloré Africa Logistics and Bolloré Energie…are now part of a single entity. The
organisation of activities into geographical sectors has been replaced with an organisation by
business line. Bolloré Transport & Logistics has four entities, each with its own expertise: ports,
logistics, railways and energy.
This new organisation enables all the businesses to consolidate their leading positions in France
and in Africa, to generate external growth and to accelerate the global development of activities.
The synergies between these four business units promote the diversification of business lines
and offerings and bring specific solutions to clients’ requirements, while adapting to market
developments.
Cyrille Bolloré, Chairman of Bolloré Transport & Logistics, expresses his enthusiasm towards this
new organisation and its challenges.
"The grouping together of our businesses is above all an opportunity for our clients. We are
anticipating their needs and developing management and operational tools, adapted to SMEs
and to industrial companies, whether they are in Tokyo, Houston or Lomé. Our investment policy
over the long term enables us to design, finance and operate major projects. This single brand also
enables us to provide all our clients with our expertise in Africa, where we have been present for
thirty years with a honed knowledge of the region."

About Bolloré Transport & Logistics
Bolloré Transport & Logistics: four business lines, a single brand, a global network of expertise
•
36 000 employees
•
105 countries
•
8.3 billion euros of turnover in 2015
•
450 million euros invested annually
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The Group’s port activities (terminal concessions, conventional handling and shipping agencies)
are gathered under the brand Bolloré Ports. With 21 concessions throughout the world, Bolloré
Ports is the leading operator of port infrastructure in Africa and a major player in specialist port
handling in France. In an international context that features a constant need to improve port
productivity, large and regular investments enable us to bring clients services adapted to their
needs.

Since January 2016, SDV and SAGA have operated under a single brand, Bolloré Logistics. It
undertakes all the Group’s freight forwarding activities in France and abroad. With 601 agencies
present in 105 countries, Bolloré Logistics is among the top ten global operators. Bolloré Logistics
is a global supply chain player whose main activities are multimodal transport (air, sea, land and
express), customs and compliance, management of flows in real time, logistics and industrial
projects.

Bolloré Railways is a recognised operator of rail concessions in Africa. It operates three: Camrail,
Sitarail and Benirail. From passenger transport to rail logistics via the management of one-off
projects, Bolloré Railways promotes commercial exchanges between countries and helps open
them up when they do not have a coast.

The leading independent distributor of heating oil in France with 3.5 million cubic metres sold a
year, Bolloré Energy is also a major player in oil logistics in France and Europe. With 1.6 million cubic
metres of storage capacity spread across the 27 wholly owned depots and via shareholdings,
Bolloré Energy accounts for 10% of storage capacity in France and Switzerland today.
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